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3/19 Romantic Relationships
Renee, Ashley P, Adrian

3/31 Family
Renee, Brittany, Marlee

4/21 Youth Practice
Amber, Carly, Melanie



Adolescent

Adolescence

Teen

Youth

Someone in the period of adolescence. Evokes the construct of
adolescence from a social science perspective. Roughly 11 -25.

A phase of human development that is both socially
constructed and invented in the modern era to describe young
people who a physiologically mature but not yet socially and
psychologically.

We sometimes use this as short hand for an adolescent, but it is
a colloquial term for someone between 13 and 19.

This is also someone in the period of adolescence but it
connotes a recognition of young people as a unique social
group.





Throughout lecture
are examples of HOW
these topics are
studied.
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What is Media?
Means of communication

Industries that control
communication

As such, becomes embedded with the technologies
that enable communication.

As such, becomes embedded with the messages and
images the industry produces.









Teens spend 7.5 hours each day using
computers, watching TV, and listening to
music not including school work.

ADDITIONALLY, teens receive a median of 60
texts each day. (There are racial & gender
differences in the number of texts received
with blacks, and hispanics receiving a
median of 80 and 100 texts each day
respectively also boys receive less than girls
median of 50 compared to 90).

ADDITIONALLY, teens use phones to talk-
19% on landlines and 39% on cell phones
daily.
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What is NEW Media?
Interactive
People comment, create, share, modify, curate,
annotate and communicate. 



Entertainment
Identity Exploration
Coping
Sensation Seeking
Connecting
Learning
Valadation
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What kind of evidence?
Naturalistic experiments

Longitudinal data 

Experimental data

Looking at communities as television is introduced.

Viewing predicts a increase in violent behavior over
time even when controlling for initial aggressiveness
of youth and parenting style among other things. 



Aggressor is unpunished or
rewarded.

Violence is portrayed as justified.

The viewer identifies with the violent
character.

Viewer is angry or provoked before or
after viewing.

Sexual and violent content
combined.


